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Tuition rises at state max SSr
Financial aid budget gets a boost to catch up with increasing costs for college students

tcUining

By AddiB Curtis
RErORTEl

Upcoming bathing suit season
makes the perfect tan tempting
But mote and more students are

realizing the risks of tanning.

Tuition Costs

Emily Steele, senior, is one of
those students, she isn't letting
herself fall into the map of having
to tan in order to confidently wear
a bathing suit this summer.
"Being tan has become die
norm so anyone in a bathing
suit with white skin looks kind
of funny compared to everyone
else." Steele said. "I think a lot of
people, including me, feel better

Meal Plan Costs

about themselves when they are

tan, especially in battling suits."
Steele admitted she used to tan
frequently until someone close to
her was diagnosed with stage IV
Melanoma skin cancer.
The devastating knowledge
of her step-dad having cancer
prompted her to rethink her tanning habits.
"lie asked me to promise him
that I would never go tanning
again, so I did and I plan on keeping diat promise," Steele said.
Exposing your skin to harmful
ultraviolet light comes with a cost

—your health

Melanoma is now die eighth
most common cancer in the
United Stales and accounts for 75
percent of the deaths due to skin
cancer, according to the American
Academy of Dermatology
Photo Illustration b| Mike Schtll Ri, Nw
By Bridget Tharp
EDITOR - IN-CHIEF

University students will have
to dig a little deeper into their
pockets to pay tuition next year,
with college costs rising again.
Undergraduate
tuition
will increase $500, the maximum amount the state allows.
Classroom fees, meal plan costs
and on-campus housing will
increase as well.
That amounts to a S15.744
price tag for undergrads coming to the University since summer 2002.
After several years of tuition
increases, last year's statewide
tuition cap has kept cost increases consistent for students.

While state law prevents large
tuition hikes, the state is giving less money to fund public
education.
That creates a "familiar
dilemma," University President
Sidney Ribeau told the Board of
Trustees at their last meeting
on May 5.
"The challenge is to manage
the growth in financial aid and
align it with the overall growth
in our budgets and fees," Ribeau
said.
College officials expect the
bigger tuition price tag to balance the University's budget.
The recent increases in the cost
of gas mean bigger utility bills
for the University.

But the higher fee and tuition will increase by more than $10
rates will boost revenue and million, with 80 percent of that
repair the "budget deficit that marked as financial aid money.
resulted from utilities," said
The S8 million in financial
Chris Dalton, head of
aid has increased
finance and adminisin proportion with
"The
tration.
the student fee
With state funding challenge is increases, officials
expected to decrease
to manage said.
bymorethan$350,000
The financial
by 2007, students are
the growth impact of a new
health
left paying more to fill
of financial mandatory
insurance polithe gap.
The University is
aid, overall cy has not been
included in the new
hoping to close some
growth."
estimated costs for
of that gap by budstudents.
geting more money
SIDNEY RIBEAU
for scholarships and
Provided
by
Chickering,
the
financial aid.
The regular operating budget University-sponsored plan

Josh Comer
CUT NEWS cotton

The refuse-filled industrial
dumpsters and dusty gravel
parking lot at 1558 E. Wooster
St. may not look appealing
to Bowling Green residents.
However, an application put
before Bowling Green City
Council on Monday confirmed
that a national restaurant
hopes to soon make the site
appetizing.
Council clerk Kay Scherreik
informed the council of an
application for a liquor license
made by Chipotle Mexican
Grill, Inc. Though the Denverbased burrito chain is 13
years old, its menu includes
margaritas and other drinks
meant for the 21-and-older

She said skin cancer does not
usually become evident until later
in a person's life. However, it is
because of the behaviors of w hen
then are young and carefree.
In Ohio, 66 percent of all melanoma cancer occurs in people
over the age of 50, Donovan said.
Frequent tanners also risk
premature aging. Wrinkles, she
added, will be more obvious for
excessive tanners.
As the weather gets warmer,
students have been outside doing
numerousactivitieswiiileenjoving
thcscin. limning outside between
the hours of ten in the morning
and four in die afternoon is highly
dangerous, said Donovan. It is

recommended to wear sunscreen

TANNING. PAGE 2

Burrito bar building big in BG
Council discusses
the new Chipotle,
concerns with zoning

costs $1,234 per year.
The plan will cover prescriptions amounting to $3,000.
charge a S20 co-pay for most
basic medical visits, and $250
co-pay for hospital stays.
Those students who cannot prove they have comparable insurance by July 1 will
be charged for the Universitysponsored insurance plan.
Guidelines for the new health
insurance policy are available
online.
liditors note: Visit the student insurance Web site through
www.bgsu.edu for more information about the new health
plan and the waiver.

Tracy Donovan is a nursing
student who works closely widi a
local dennatologist.

crowd. Serving those beverages at the new building, nestled between Burger King and
Days Inn, would require the
class-D license requested by
the company.
Work at the future site of
the restaurant paused for several weeks while plans for the
building awaited state approval, according to Brad Benedict,
a mason with SA Storer and
Sons. While the masonry company is only one among several
contractors working to transform the vacant gas station,
Benedict estimated work would
be completed in six weeks.
Attempts to contact Chipotle
offices in Denver were unsuccessful.
"Once things are approved,
work really starts to fly,"
Benedict said.
The City Council also heard
new legislation to authorize
advertising for a new public
works and utilities depart-

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

ment uniforms cleaning contract. Though Utilities Director
Kevin Maynard said there were
no issues with the current service through Cintas, the current arrangement with the
uniform cleaning company
expires at the end of August. If
accepted, other newly presented ordinances would amend
current codes regarding those
uniforms, clarify sick leave
policies and put a general-purpose vehicle the city no longer
uses up for sale.
In new zoning concerns, City
Council heard plans to approve
site plans for increased parking
and more signs at Enclave II
Apartments and additions to
the Heritage Inn, both on Klotz
Road. Council members also
heard plans to change the zoning of property annexed into
the city from Plain Township
on North Dixie Highway from
agricultural to residential and
land on West Poe Road from

residential to business.
Fourth Ward Councilman
and chair of the Planning,
Zoning
and
Economic
Development Committee Mike
Frost scheduled open hearings
concerning the expansion
plans and zoning changes on
June 19 at 7:30 p.m.
Frost later tabled an ordinance altering the zoning of
the Woodbridge Business Park
from a general industrial district to a business park zone
pending a previously planned
June 5 public hearing.
On Monday, City Council
also:
■ Accepted an ordinance
accepting an offer of rightof-way property access along
Sand Ridge Road.
■ Reserved additional funds
to accommodate city expenses.
■ Excused councilmen Larry
Sorrells and Gordy Heminger
for their absence.

Ionian Fkmtr BGNnn

GETTING CREATIVE: Casey Etraughan, a sophomore dietetics
major, blows out a wine glass for the fun of it in the art building.
Estraughan has been blowing glass for four and a half years.

SATURDAY

THURSDAY

£5 5»

INFLATING ART

Few
Showers

SUNDAY

Few
Showers

High: 60"
Low: 44'

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM

High: 67'
Low: 46"

Mostly
Sunny

High: 66"
Low: 46"
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Tanning hazards exposed
TANNING. FROM PAGE 1
that has a factor of SPI- 30 or
higher.
Tanning beds arc II) times
worse than natural sunlight."
Donovan said.
Another danger is using
Imm/ers to Increase the intensii\ of a tan. Atxording to the
American
Cancer
Society,
bronzers have been proven to
Increase die risk of skin cancer.
Donovan suggests studenLs use
sunless tanning lotion or switch
to tile srj(8y-on tanning option
it tannins salons; The spray-on
twining eliminates sun damage
due to the lack of ultraviolet light.
'"There is no safe ultraviolet
liglil.' I )onovan said. "Students
who tan should stop and use a
sunless tanner after using exfoliating body wash."
I v <-ii with science proving the
risks of tanning, other studies
have shown some benefits.
Some evidence has shown
that sunlight decreases the rule
of season affective disorder,
accordingtoStepani I lutiumav ,i
psychology resident at the counseling center. Tanners should be
informed dial it's natural sunlight, not tanning beds, which

oner such benefits,
"Then' is no evidence of (an-

Apartments

By Entity West

Jordan Flower BGNews

EXAMINING EQUIPMENT: An inside look at one of the tanning beds
at Tan Pro USA, which is located on Main street near the Goodwill.
ning Ix-ds reducing die rate of
seasonal affective disorder.
However, the rates an- lower
in wanner areas of the state,"
Hathaway said.
Some students say another
benefit of tanning is that it gives
diem a chance to relax.
11 ii Bianca I lulchinson, senior,
relaxing in a tanning lied is also a
fonn ofpliysir.il therapy. She still
suffers from backaches after injuries from a near fatal car accident
a war ago.
" fanning helps my back feel
ix'iii'i because it foals like a giant
heating pad," I lulchinson said.
for oilier students, tanning
just feelings relaxing because it
is a break from a busy schedule,
said Barb Hoffman. Health and
Promotions Gxmiinator of die
Student I leallh Services.

"Some may tliink they arc less
stressed when tanning because
they are lying down for twenty
minutes at a time so who knows
if it's the actually tanning that
is reducing dieir stress levels,"
I loffman said.
Tanning is a personal choice
and it's important to know all the
possible risks and benefits,
limner tanner Steele weighed
the costs and benefits mid doesn't
regret her ehoiec to slop tanning
I lowever, she Slid shi1 feels different now in a bathing suit.
Steele said it took extra self confidence to be die "whites! person
in the Bahamas" on spring break
this year.
"More important than looking good in a bathing suit is
feeling good in a bathing suit,"
Steele said.

Trinity United
Methodist Church
Rentals

117 N. Miia St #8
On« Bedroom, $295 per month

338 i ? Wallace Avc

// SO i 'auempcmr)

$440 per month

s,

128 W. Woostcr #D

MI,

e

200 North Surnnnr Smx-l

BoHrBjgOnaaOUo 4M02
Phone ■IIOOT.flOJI
Ra 419-333*5191
I -in.nl innn\ awenctooj

$400 per month

801 803 Fifth St.

Two B«droom, S*25-S450/monnS

Reasonably
priced from
$349-$475

Off-season high school athletes
prefer working out over laying out
RCPOttlER

?«4«

1 bedroom
and studio
apartments
still available

SPORTS FEATURE
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I ligh school students know the
last day of school like the back
of their hand. They anticipate
it, count down to it, and make
extravagant plans for the long
summer ahead.
Unfortunately not everyone is
lucky enough to have long lazy
months of relaxation.
For some students the month
of May is anything but a break.
Even though most colleges are
already on summer break, local
high schools are still in session until lune and several high
school sports teams are in full
swing most of the summer.
Anyone who is involved in
one of Bowling Green High
School's athletic programs has
learned that summer isn't a
vacation at all.
Sport teams like football and
soccer, traditionally active in the

ire already training for the
fall, are
next school year.
Varsity football players are
expected to do weight lifting
three times a week after school.
Over summer vacation they have
to participate in different types
of training even though school
and the season doesn't start until
August.
But preseason training does
have benefits.
"The harder you work in the off
season, the better you are in the
season," said Norm Simon, a current varsity football player.
Staying active during the summer may be the key to success
during the actual season.
"I worked my butt off every
summer for soccer,"
said
Marilane Tripp, a senior at
BGHS. "I had no free time, but 1
got stronger."
Training for
sports keeps high school students like Tripp and Simon very

busy.
husv, Simon said right now the
normal football player puts in
about 4 hours a week. He already
puts in more than 12 hours a
week, and plans to work even
more once school is out.
"I enjoy working out over the
summer because it gives me an
edge over the people who slack
off," Simon said.
1 le plans to use his high school
experience to play at the college
level after graduates in 2008.
His mom, Deb Simon, agrees
that being active over the summer is a good thing.
"Norm is totally dedicated to
the football program," she said.
"The reason he played varsity as
a sophomore was because he put
in the extra time."
Keepinginshapeoverthesummcr may be time consuming, but
most athletes like Trip are more
than willing to devote the time to
improve their game.

OneCard makes payments easy
New system creates
convenience by
combining programs
Kara Ohngren
MANAGING EDITOR

Carrying around a student ID,
cash, debit card and many credit
cards can be not only bulky in
your back pocket, but a real pain
to keep track of.
To counter this stress, the
Campus OneCard will soon be
implemented in order to provide
members of the University community with the means to use a
universal account to complete
both on and off-campus transaction activities.
Implemented Monday, the
Campus OneCard is currently
in effect only at on-campus
dining halls. Dining services
former meal plan ran on a payment system called Diebold,
which is going out of business;
because of this, the University
decided to take the opportunity
to introduce an entirely new
program still utilized through
student ID cards.

The Blackboard Transaction
System is the software that
has been selected for the new
OneCard. Phases to include
additional transactions will continue to be developed as the
project implementation continues.
"The idea is to
consolidate a lot
of functions onto a
single card, instead
oinavmgavaneiyoi
ofhavingavarietyof
~
.

pus, off-campus and on-line, it
also allows for identification and
security access.
"Centralized
administration and promotion of the new
OneCard program will be essential to the project's ability to best serve BGSU
and the local community," Dalton noted.
last February members of Undergraduate
Student Viovernment
Government
*
aiuuem

"The idea
is to
consolidate

different programs Junctions OH
such as food, buildtO a single

voiced concern about
whether OneCard will

card..."

replace the current
ing access, library
BIG Charge and Bursar
and laundry," said
accounts.
Dave Maley, assoDAVE MALEY,
leff Nelson,
the
ciate director of
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR co-chairman of the
University Dining
OF
I*
OneCard implemenServices.
SERVICES
tation
committee,
The
proposed
2006-07 University
assured USG then
that no policy decisions would
Bookstore budget reflects the
be made without feedback from
new Campus OneCard system,
students and faculty.
according to a recent memo distributed by Chris Dalton, senior
The BG News attempted multiple times to contact Nelson for
vice president for finance and
this story, but he was unavailable
administration.
In addition to the system of for an interview at this time.
The OneCard is set to be fully
sofrwareapplicationssupporting
implemented by next fall.
cashless transactions on-cam-

309 H.gh St.
$425 p«r monlh

824 Sixth St.

KiedmontfMPariments]

S475 per month

Choose from
6, 9 and 12
month leases

\

1566 Clough St.
352-7691

l\l)l It RENOVATION

'..if fftnlo/.

.'.?_• S. Mam Si.
119 '--' WO
u i. ta.Htli lot I I

w

Located On the Corner of 8th and High Street

Preferred! Properties Co.
GREAT AFFORDABLE RATES

Catfish Dinner
Meal includes:

All Day and
Evening
Wednesday's
Only!

' Country Breaded Catfish
" Fresh Made Cole Slaw
* Crispy Fries
' 2 Hushpuppies

oNH

' Crumblies

Bowling Green
Long John Silver's
1020 North Main Street

L°NC)0UN
SILVER*

Men**
►Carpet
<-£>Range&Hood
<5> Refrigerators
<Ci> Lighting Fixtures w/ Fan
<5> Closet Organizers
^Kitchen Vinyl
^6 Panel Bi-Fold Closet Doors
*Si> Bedroom & Bathroom Doors

Extra Benefits:
Laundry Facilities on-site
Spacious Bedrooms
Nice, Quiet Area
Newly Painted
Cherry wood Health Spa on-site
includes heated indoor swimming pool,
whirlpool, sauna, and locker room facilities I

352-2061

Ail Leasers Have

HUH
MEMBERSHIP

Fish & More Dinner & Drink

*Q99

2 Batter-Dipped fish Filets.
Crispy Fries. Cole Slaw.
2 Hushpuppies & Regular Drink

Bowling Green l-ong John Silver* only. No! valid with any other
discount. Sales tax extra. No reproductions accepted. C'PS/AH
Expires: 6/19/0*

MUHCfr

Seafood Mega Feast
Jj>

|

I1QQ
•» Butter-Dipped Fish Filets,
tjK *^ *^ 4 Chicken Planks, Popcorn Shrimp.
■
Large Crispy Fries. I^irge Cole Slaw
^L, ^^M
& \2 Hushpuppies

Bowling (ireen Ijmg John Silvers only. Not valid with any other
discount. Sales tax extra. No reproductions accepted. CPSMI-:
Kxplrcs: 6/19/06

Privileges to
Cherrywood
Health Spa

J"~?fj
ulfflrA
»nWnw

Payments Made Easy
We accept Visa, Mastercard, Cash or Check
Preferred Properties Co.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL OR VISIT US ON THE WEB:

419-352-9378
www.PreferredPropertiesCo com

OFFICE HOURS

Mon-Fri: 8-12 & 1-4:30
Sat: 10 2
530 S. Maple St.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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REDUCING THE RATE OF DRUNK DRIVERS
In an effort to deter drunk driving in Ohio, the State
Highway Patrol will be initiating its first low-manpower
Operating a Vehicle under the Influence checkpoints
along its roadways. These OVI checkpoints will be used
to catch intoxicated drivers in the act with the hopes of
diminishing alcohol-related accidents in the state.

Job market
promising
for recent
graduates

CAMPUS

BEFORE THE SHOW

I

By Mara Rose Williams
KNIGHT RIDCCR NEWSPAPERS
(HIT)

KANSAS CITY. Mo. — Tom
O'Dea dressed for the hum.
His tie, perfectly knotted, lay
neatly over the buttons on his
pressed white shin. I lis buffed
black shoes complemented his
charcoal-gray suit.
The. 22-year-old Overland
Park, Kan., resident had gone lo
the University of Kansas Career
Center in April seeking something college career counseling
specialists say is plentiful ibis
year — employment.
"I hear there are a lot of
available jobs out there," said
O'Dea, a marketing major
In fact, (he National
Association of Colleges and
Employers, which has monitored employment availability
for college graduates for half a
century, reports that the class
of 2006 will graduate into the
best job market In six years
With a flood of baby boomers retiring, an economy on the
rebound from the post-Sept.
11 slump and a technology
upturn after the 2000 dot-com
bust, employers nationwide
project they will hire nearly 15
percent more college graduates this year than a year ago.
And many of this year's hires
will be paid more. too.
Major employers of new
college graduates, such as
Enterprise Rent-A-Car and
l/jckhced Martin, project they
will fill, respectively, 7,000 and

under the influence that had only one
working headlight
After being kicked out of a bar at
231 a.m., Anthony Loti began starting trouble with the bouncers and
fighting with people who were within
the vicinity He was warned for disorderly conduct.

Thursday May 11
At 11.31 a.m. a person who was
hanging artwork at East Hall set off a
detector. The building was evacuated
and BGF0 responded to the call and
then canceled the alarm.

Monday May 15
At 4 30 p.m. Thomas E Loss was
cited for DUS/Court suspension and
having unauthorized plates on his car.
His vehicle was loed by K&G and can
be released to the valid driver Phyllis
Loss with a court order. The correct
plates were found inside the vehicle
and will he used as evidence at Loss'
court datiAmanda L Leveren; was arrested
for shoplifting at a local department/
discount store at 5:08 p.m.
Around 720 pm Ray Ybanes
called 911 lo report his 13-year-old
grandson was struck by a basketball
but then later canceled the request,
saying he would handle the situation
himself
The Blotter is compiled from
reports provided by the campus and
city police.

Saturday May 13
Angela Rood was pulled over at
approximately 4:31 p.m. and was
cited for driving under suspension/
non compliance. Her vehicle was
lowed by Vis and can be released
if a court order is issued and valid
registration is provided

MaiiaHummtr BGNem
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: Rehearsal for yesterday's Bowling Green High School Pops Concert,
directed by John Pickering. The Madrigals choir sang songs such as "Georgia" and "Bridge Over
Troubled Water."

Sunday May 14
Thomas Michael Reynolds was
warned for disorderly conduct for urinating in public at 1:24 a.m
Then at 1:43 a.m. Collin C Stephan
was arrested for operating a vehicle

Student talks about alcohol
Blog creates discussion
about drinking habits
among college students
By Todd C. Frankel
5!

ICUIS POSI DISPATCH IHP.II

Matthew Peailstone was a fresh
man at Comd] University He
graduated from I-aduc Morton
VVatkins High in St. Ijiuis and had
lived in CreveCneur, Mo.
I le was sman. genius-smart. I le
was a teen who glided through
ladue 1 lotion VVatkins High and
into die Ivy I eague with near-perfect grades and a star SAT score.

4/W0entry-level positions with
new graduates this year.

the

THE BIXHTBR

Wednesday May 10
Geneva long reported hearing a
loud noises coming from a fire panel
in the wall at the Education building at 3:57 p.m. The officer who
responded to the call said the panel is
showing signs of trouble and advised
tech

1 le was also a super-achiever who
played water polo, ran marathons
and had plenty of friends.
So what happened thai night
in March to Matthew Peailstone,
1!), is made only more unsettling
and difficult to understand In the
haunting light of die words he left
behind, words that reverberated
,ii HISS ihe country.
Pearistone, in his freshman
year at Cornell, died from drinking. Details of what happened
during his visit with a friend at
ihe I Iniversity of Virginia remain
murky. Campus police illis week
closed their seven-week investi-

gation widi no evidence of any
wrongdoing. 1 lis death was ruled

,i case oi accidental alcohol poisoning. On Friday the Univentit)
declined to release die police
report
Hut Peailstone left behind dozens of online messages thai delved
into his di inking hahits, providing
a rare glimpse into die thinking of
a boy on the cusp of being a man.
I le was well-versed In the dangers
of alcohol He dearty did not drink
thoughtlessly. He intellectuali/ed
it. I ledefended and defined it with
the same brilliance he brought to
academics,

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

Before You
Sign A Lease

^Studio apartments available!
Summw, semester, or year leases
Low as $425 per month
Includes ell utilities
Laundry facilities

•
•
■
•

Beautiful ranch style condommkims
S6507month phis uMWss
Washer and dryer hook up
Quiet tenants desired
1 or 2 Bedroom

Stove, fridge, microwave. 25' TV
Furl cable WH80 - $20/month
Outdoor pool use
FuKy furnished

Excellent location for BGSU faculty
Stove, fndge. dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub in some units
Den/Offlcs In some units
Central air

Did you ever consider that when you sign a lease yon may be responsible for your roomn
If they do not pay you have to! If they (ause damage you could be held responsible. It your
roommate does not pay their rent you could be evicted!
Not at The !'.ru lave Apartments, We oiler individual leasing by die bedspace. You are only
inabte for your rental installment If your roommate decides to ski;
the loss not you!
DONT HAVE ROOMMATES? No problem. \\.
Call today to find out more! F.njov

VARSITY LANES
$7.00 COLLEGE NIGHT

ram!
e and ami

on

Hi, mu name is Andy, I'Uv* find at 7*e
tncfain'/or tire* wars, ana 7 fort pfavinfr
OH tieir sandeoffe&oaffcourt/

Hi, m» name is Sean, I kaw frite a at 7he,
Who:

Any college student

\

When: Tuesday - Friday
9:00 - 11 00 p.m.

Heffol m» name is Maria, I MIH•fitted
at 7*e CncfatH /or two years, anal
fove couni'infi out at tke/rpool, ana
' flat 7can stiffae-t a tan on cfouda
' daas in tkeir 7rce tannina iootkf

Where: Varsity Lanes 1033 S. Main St.
Bowling Green OH.
(352-5247)
What:

2 hours ol bowling,
& shoes, slice of v
pizza & pop

Price: I Only S7.00
per person
&.drink specials

Cncfaife /or two /tears, and/cove woriinfr
oat in tkeir fitness center-/

\.
N

Office Hours: Mon-Fn 8:30-7
Sat 10-4, Sun 12 4

THE ENCLAVE I &II
706 Napoleon Rd.
877-819-6802
www c()ll(!()(;paikwch com
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Tanning hazards exposed Off-season high school athletes
TANNING. FROM PAGE 1

thai has a factor of SPF K) oi
higher.
tanning beds are ID times
worse than natural sunlight."
Donovan said
\nother danger is using
bronzers to increase thi* intensin "I a tan. According to the
Xiiu'iiian
Cancer
Society
bronzers have been proven to
increase tlu- risk of skin cancer.
Donovan suggests sludenls use
sunless tanning Iniion or switch
ii> the spray-on tanning option
at tanning salons, The spray-on
tanning eliminates sun damage
due in the lackol ultraviolet light.
" rhere is no safe ultraviolei
light." Donovan said "Students
who Ian should slop and USC a
sunless tanner aftei using exfoliating body wash."
I ven uiih science proving the
risks nl tannin);, other studies
have shown some benefits
Some evidence lias shown
thai sunlijihi decreases the rate
of season affective disorder,
according to StepaniHathaway.a
psychology resident at thecounseUngcenter. limners should be
informed thai its natural sunlight, nui tanning heds. which
offer such benefits
"There is no evidence ut tan-

Apartments

prefer working out over laying out
By Emily West
REPORllfi

High school students know the
lasi day of school like the back
Of their hand. They anticipate
it, count down lo it. and make
extravagant plans For the long
summer ahead.
Unfortunately not everyone is
lucky enough to have long laz]

months of relaxation.
For some sludenls the month
of May is anything Imt a break,
liven though most colleges are
already on summer break, local
high schools are still in sessinn until lune and several high
school sports teams are in full
Jordan Flower BG News

EXAMINING EQUIPMENT: An inside look at one of the tanning beds
at Tan Pro USA. which is located on Main stteet near the Goodwill.
nine, beds reducing the rate of
seasonal
affective disorder.
However, the rates are lowet
in wanner aa'as of the stale,"
Hathaway said
Some students say another
benefit "I tanning is thai ii gives
them a chance to relax.
For BiancaHutchinson, senior,
relaxing In a tanning lied is also a
tumult physical therapy She still
suffers from backai hes after injuries from a near Fatal ear aividenl
a\earago
"Tanning helps my hack led
better because it feels like a giant
healing pad," I lutchinson said
lor oilier sludenls. tanning
jusi feelings relaxing because ii
is a hieak iioni a busy schedule,
■slid Barb Hoffman, Health and
Promotions Coordinator oi the
Modem Health Services,

zrnpus Ji
EWIWE

"Some may think they are less
stressed when tanning because
the) are King down for twenty
minutes at a time so who knows
it it's the actual!) tanning that
is reducing their stress leseis.'
Hoffman said
Tanning is a personal choice
and its important to know all the
possible risks and lienclils.

Former tanner stivie weighed
the costs and benefits and doesn't
regret hei choice to stop tanning,
t lowever, shesaidstefeelsdifferentnow In a bathing suit.
Steele said it took extra self confidence lo be llie "whitest person
in the Bahamas" on spring break
this year.
"More Important than looking good in a bathing suil is
feeling good in a bathing suit."
Steele said.

Trinity United
Methodist Church

Rentals

"0 Cmss-

Worship Times
117 N. MiiaSt #8
On« Bedroom, S295 per month

1 bedroom
and studio
apartments
still available

338 i-; Wallace Ave
$440 per month

128 W. Woostcr #D
$400 per month

801-803 Fifth St.

Reasonably
priced from
$349-$475

Two Bedroom, 542M450/monlh

1 IS- Tmliiioml
N, / w, ,

In ■'" Sum/aj School
mpomn
&TVKY
:oo s„nh SummM Suva
Phone 4I9-3SM03I
IW4I9-15.MI9I
I null !,in,i> .. N
/'nii'i'iv tiitd I'IOI /aiming ( Vim/
ill Ihf llrart „/ Hiiwlini; tinni

swing most of the summer.
Anyone who is involved in
one of Howling Green High
School's athletic programs has
learned that summer isn't a
vacation at all.
Sport teams like football and
soccer, traditionally active in the

fall, arc already training For the
next school year.
Varsity football players are
expected to do weight liFting
three limes a week alter school.
Over summer vacation they have
to participate in different types
of training even though school
and the season doesn't start until
August.
But preseason training does
have benefits.
"The harder you work in the off
season, the better you are in the
season," said Norm Simon, a current varsity Football player.
Slaying active during the summer may be the key to success
during the actual season.
"I worked my butt oFf every
summer for soccer," said
Marijane Tripp, a senior at
Mil IS. T had no free time, but I
got stronger."
Training for
sports keeps high school Students like Tripp and Simon very

busy. Simon said right now the
normal football player puts in
about 4 hours a week. I le already
pnls in more ihan 12 hours a
week, and plans to work even
more once school is out.
"I enjoy working out over the
summer because it gives me an
edge over the people who slack
off," Simon said.
I le plans to use his high school
experience to play at the college
level after graduates in 2008.
His mom, Deb Simon, agrees
that being active over the summer isagorxl thing.
"Norm is totally dedicated to
the football program." she said.
"The reason he played varsity as
a sophomore was because he put
in the extra time."
Keeping in shape over the summer may he time consuming, but
most athletes like Trip are more
than willing to devote the time to
improve theirgame.

OneCard makes payments easy
New system creates
convenience by
combining programs
Kara Ohngren
MANAGING [DltOR

(allying around a Student 11).
c ash. debit card and many credit
cards can be not only bulky in
your badt pocket, but a real pain
to keep track of.
lb counter this stress, the
Campus OneCard will soon be
implemented in order to provide
members of the University communit) with the means to use a
universal account to complete
both on and off-campus transaction activities.
Implemented Monday, the
Campus OneCard is currently
in effect only at on-campus
dining halls. Dining services
former meal plan ran on a pa)
incut system called Diebold,
which is going mil of business;

because of this, the University
decided to lake the opportunity
to introduce an entirely new
program still utilized through
student ID cauls.

The Blackboard Transaction
System is the software that
lias been selected for the new
OneCard. Phases to include
additional transactions will continue to be developed as the
project implementation continues,
"The idea is to
consolidate a lot
ol functions onto a
single card, instead
i II li.i, ill);.I variety
\,il II i\ of
in
.
ofhavinga

pus. off-campus and on-line, it
also allows for identification and
security access.
"Centralized
administration and promotion of the new
OneCard program will be essential to the projects ability to IH-SI serve BGSU
and the local community," Dalton noted.
Last February members of Undergraduate
Student
IIIIIII in viwvciiiiiiciii
Government

"The idea
is to

consolidate
a lot of

different programs junctions Oil

to a single
card..."

voiced concern about

whether OneCard will
such as food, build
replace the current
ing access, library
1!!( i Charge and Bursar
and laundry,'' said
accounts.
Dave Matey, assoOAVEMALEY,
leff Nelson,
the
ciate director of
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR co-chairman of the
University Dining
OF
UNIV.
OneCard implemenServices.
SERVICES
tation
committee,
The
proposed
assured USC, then
2006-07 University
that no policy decisions would
Bookstore budget reflects the
he made without feedback from
new Campus OneCard system,
students and faculty.
according to a recent memo disThe BG News attempted multributed by Chris Dalton, senior
tiple limes to contact Nelson for
vice president for finance and
this story, but he was unavailable
administration.
for an interview at this time.
In addition to the system ot
The OneCard is set to be fully
sofrwareapplicationssupporting
implemented by next fall.
cashless transactions on-cam-

309 Hlgh St.
$425 par month

824 Sixth St.

KiedmontfMPar.tments]

$475 par month

Choose from
6, 9 and 12
month leases

<JZ~-^\Z> 4»X.» C7V5>

UNDER HI \OVATMX
Located On the Corner of 8th and High Street

1566 Cloiwt.li St.
352-7691

BBS

MmWr

Preferred Properties Co.
GREAT AFFORDABLE RATES

Catfish Dinner
Meal includes:

All Day and
Evening
Wednesday's
Only!

*
'
*
*
*

oNK

Country Breaded Catfish
Fresh Made Cole Slaw
Crispy Fries
2 Hushpuppies
Crumblies

iinuling Green
Long John Stiver's
IO20 North Main Street
352-2061

flew

Extra Benefits:

*3 Carpet
Q Range & Hood
*i£d Refrigerators
<£> Lighting Fixtures w/ Fan
%£) Closet Organizers
*£"> Kitchen Vinyl
O 6 Panel Bi-Fold Closet Doors
*i£> Bedroom & Bathroom Doors

Laundry Facilities on-site
Spacious Bedrooms
Nice, Quiet Area
Newly Painted
Cherry wood Health Spa on-site
includes heated indoor swimming pool,
whirlpool, sauna, and locker room facilities I

All Leasers Have

liiiL'(iKvn I ongloh
Numhei Discount*

: Fish & More Dinner & Drink

:*099

S&.U TO

2 Batter-Dipped Pish Filets.
Crispy Fries. Cole Slaw.
2 Hushpuppies tt Regular Drink

■ Bowtini Gram I on| lolui Silvan only Nol valid with any olhcr
disiiHim s.ik's MX i-ur.i No reproductions accepted. ('PS/At:
Expire* WIV'IK.

SI 099

4 Batter-Dipped Fish Filets,
4 Chicken Planks. Popcorn Shrimp.
Large Crisp) Fries, Large Cole Slaw
& 12 HushpuppJL's

I Houlmy OttCfl I-onj- John Silver* nnl>

Nol valid Wiln ;m\ OthCf

I discount Sites tax extra farqwoductioni accepted CPS/AE
ExpfcCK tVIWOA

MEMBERSHIP
Privileges to
Cherrywood
Health Spa

3^liN
MM

Seafood Mega Feast
toutfcj*^

fijiwritt
** _

csi3

Payments Made Easy
We accept Visa, Mastercard, Cash or Check
Preferred Properties Co.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL OR VISIT US ON THE WEB:

419-352-9378
www.PreferredPropertiesCo.com

OFFICE HOURS

Mon-Fri: 8-12 & 1-4:30
Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St.
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REDUCING THE RATE OF DRUNK DRIVERS
In an effort to deter drunk driving in Ohio, the State
Highway Patrol will be initiating its first low-manpower
Operating a Vehicle under the Influence checkpoints
along its roadways. These OV1 checkpoints will be used
to catch intoxicated drivers in the act with the hopes of
diminishing alcohol-related accidents in the stale

Job market
promising
for recent
graduates

CAMPUS
THE BLOTT

BEFORE THE SHOW

responded to the call said the;
showing signs ot troubk
tech

By Mara Rose Williams
Rio:te siflspufcus

Thursday May 11
At 11 31 a in a person who was
hanging artwork at East

"NIGH-

KANSAS CI'IY. Mo. - Tom
O'Dea dressed for the hunt
His be, perfectly knotted, lay
neatly over the buttons on his
pressed while shin. His hulled
Mack shoes complemented his
chaicoal-gra) suit

I bar at
startrs and
ied tor disor
derlycc
Monday May 15
At '1
on and
i ites on his car.
'ned bv K&G and can

and BGFD responded to the call and
then canceled tin

■'hyllis

Loss v.'

'urect

Saturday May 13
Angela Rood was pulled
approximately 4:31 ;
n

The. 22-year-old Overland

Park, Kan., resident had gone to
iheiiniversin ol Kansas) area
Center In April seeking something college careei counseling
specialists sa\ is plentiful this
yen
employment
i heat there are a loi of
available fobs out there said
O'Dea, a marketing major.
In fact, the National
VSSOI i.iiiiiii nl ( olleges and
Employers, which has monitored employment availabilit)
for college graduates lor half a
century, reports thai the class
of 2006 will graduate into dullest job market In six years
With a IIIHKI ol baby boomen retiring, an economy on the
rebound from the post-Sept

non compliance. Hei
towed by Vl's and ca
it a ci i ■ rda
registration is provided

Maria Hummer !
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT Rehearsal for yesterday's Bowling Green High School Pops Concert,
directed by lohn Pickering. The Madrigals choir sang songs such as "Georgia" and "Bridge Over
Troubled Water"

Blog creates dist ussion
about drinking habits
among college students

host, employers nationwide

By Todd C. Frankel

project the\ will hire nearly 15

pcreent more college graduates this yeat than a yeai ago.
And many ol this war's hires

Matthew Pearlstone was a freshman at Comet! Univeisity lie
graduated from ladue Morton
Watkins I ligli in St Louis and had
lived in( revel oeur, Mo
I le was smart, genius-smart I le
was a teen who glided through
Ladue I liniiin Watkins High and
into the tvj League with m
in i grades and a stat SA1

will be paid more, too.

Major employers Ol new
college graduates, such as
Enterprise Rent-A Car and
Lockheed Martin, project thej
will liii respectively 7,000 and
4,400 enny-levd positions with
new graduates tin-war.

i le was alsoa super-achiever who
played wata polo, ran marathons
and had plenty of friends
So what happened that night
in March to Matthew Pearlstone,
19, is nude only more unsettling
and difficult to understand in the
haunting light nt the words he left
behind, winds thai reverberated
across the countrj
Pearlstone, In his freshman
yeat at Cornell, died from drink
tug Details id what happened
during his \isit with a friend .it
the University ol Virginia remain
murky Campus police this week
closed their seven-week invest!

't Loss'

Intent/
Arm.'

I IJ

Dating in publi
report'

e campus and

was arrested tor opt"1'

HISTORIC DQWNTF-.

gallon with no evidence ol anj
wrongdoing I Us death was ruled
a case ol accidental alcohol poi
sorting On Friday, the University
declined to release the police
report.
Hut Pearlstone left behind dozens of online messages that delved
unto his drinking habits, providing
jlimpse into the ihinkingot
a boj on the cusp ol being a man.
He was well versed in the dangers
ut alcohol. I leiieaih did not drink
thoughtlessly He inlelleuuali/ed
it. He defended and defined it with
the ~ame brilliance he hiought to
,n ademii s.

BOWLING GREEN

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

Before You
Sign A Lease

^Studio apartments available!
Sumiror. semester, or year leases
Low as S425 per month
Includes an utilities
Laundry facilities

•
•
•
•

Stove, fndge, microwave 26' TV
Fun cable W7HBO - $20.'month
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

* Condominiums torrent!
Beautiful ranch style condominiums

$650/month plus utrfftes
Washer and dryer hook up
Quiet tenants desired

1 or 2 Bedroom

Excellent location lor BGS'J faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub in some units
Dan/Office In some units
Central air

Did you evei consider thai when you sign a lease you may be responsible for your ro
If the) do tun pay you haw to! Il' they i ause damage you could be held responsible I
roommate docs not pay their rent youo mid I"- e\ icted!
Not at The Enclave Apartments. We offer individual leasing L>\ the bedspace You
noble li'i \<<ur rental installment. If your roommate decides to skip we takt the loss not you!
DONTHAVE ROOMMATES? No problt m, We oiler a roe-inmate matching program!
(Jail today to find out tnorc! Enjoy our rtson M\IC atmosphere and ami
style price i

VARSITY LANES
$7.00 COLLEGE NIGHT
Who:

_

out in tkeii- fitness carte*/

"t7e/tb, m» name is/tfarid, /fat* /ioed

Where: Varsity Lanes - 1033 S.Main St.
Bowling Green OH. /
(352-5247)

Price:

2 hours of bowling
& shoes, slice of >
pizza & pop
Only $7.00
per person
&.drink specials

r-.

"ffi, mp name is Scan, / kave fvedat Tie
r t
/ +
„ „ //1
. J- .
f,a

When: Tuesday - Friday
9:00- 11:00 p.m.

What:

,

o* tieir sand'Mleepiaeteoar-t/

i

Any college student

on

ffi, M<t name is Andy, /ioin f/indat Tie
u„

at Tie Cnc/aw/for two pears, and'/
tiat /cair stiicaet a tan OK ccoudu

>'

dat*s in their gree tanning oootn/

N

THE ENCLAVE I & II
Office Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-7
Sat 10-4, Sun 12-4

K'°

■

Sunday May 14
liinmas Michael Reynolii

Student talks about alcohol

11 slump and a technology
upturn alter the L'lHX) dot-com

the

nee that had only one

Wednesday May 10
Geneva Inn
loud noises coming trom a tiro panel
HI the wall at the Education build-

706 Napoleon Rd.
877-819-6802
www.colleycparkweb com
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OPINION

"In religion and politics, people's beliefs
and convictions are in almost every case
gotten at second hand, and without
examination."
Mark Twain

ST.UT KDITOMAL I IMi NEWS STAFF

New OneCard is still a mystery
Too many rumors about the
soon to be implemented
Campus OneCard have been
circulating among the IKiSII
community', unfortunately The
BG News is unable to squelch
many of these rumors.
In an attempt to gather more
information regarding this program, we tried at least four times
to contact the project's steering committee co-chairman, all
without avail.
Jeff Nelson, the co-chairman, assured Undergraduate

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the University
communicates well with
students? Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post feedback on our Web site.
Student Government Uiat no
policy decisions would be made
without feedback from students
and faculty.
The BG News attempted mul-

tiple times to contact Nelson
for this story, but he failed to
return our phone calls and emails. More, when the Bookstore
operator caught him running out
the door she notified us that he
was "too busy with the OneCard
implementation process."
The co-chairman of the
OneCard committee was too
busy to communicate to die students of this University concerning a program that will directly
affect them?
Therefore, The BG News can

Ohio: Like South Dakota, but worse

m

ERIN
WETHERN
Opinion Columnist

With the recent appointments of Chief justice
lohn Roberts and
Justice Samuel Alito to the U.S.
Supreme Court, there has been
a lot of discussion throughout the nation regarding the
future of Roe v. Wade. Many
people worry that, given the
opportunity, the increasingly
conservative court will overturn
the historic 1973 decision that
guaranteed a woman's right
to choose whether to carry a
pregnancy to term.
However for us Ohioans, Alito
and Scalia are not the biggest
threat to reproductive freedom.
In the Ohio House, Rep.
fiii n k in,i II has introduced Kill
228. If passed, this bill would
make it illegal for a women to
get an abortion under any circumstances.
Even in South Dakota, medically necessary abortions are
still legal, but not in Ohio, if
Brinkman gets his way.
What's even more ridiculous,
is that the bill would make it a
felony to transport a woman
across state lines in order to
receive an abortion elsewhere.
Bill 228 would also make it illegal for slate funds to be used

Given those options, I
for insurance coverage of aborwould probably take my
tion care.
chances on a dangerous, backI am outraged that Bill 228 is
alley abortion. Before the
an issue in my state. This bill is
Roe v. Wade decision, around
unconstitutional, as it directly
5,000 women died every year
violates the Roe v. Wade decifrom botched illegal abortions.
sion. Furthermore, I believe
Criminalizing the procedure
that it is morally wrong for the
again is sentencing thousands
government to interfere in
more women to death.
women's lives so heavily. Let's
Now, I am not arguing that
examine this issue more closely.
I think what bothers me most we should keep abortion legal
is that this bill was proposed by only because it will happen if it
self-proclaimed pro-life people, is illegal. 1 believe that women
should have the right to choose
but they seem to value the life
what course their lives will take.
of an unborn fetus more than
Women should have the right
the life of a grown woman.
to choose when they want to be
Unfortunately for ladies,
mothers, if at all.
pregnancy is a slightly dangerI believe that if a woman is
ous activity. In many cases,
carrying the pregnancy to term a victim of rape or incest, she
should not be forced to carry
could kill the potential mother
her assailant's baby for nine
(and if the mother dies, so does
months. Sexual abuse is hard
the child). However, her life
enough to deal with on its own,
could be saved by ending the
victims should not be given the
pregnancy.
added stress of an unwanted
That's right kids; abortions
pregnancy.
can save lives.
And I believe that if a teen girl
Now, let's assume that this
bill is passed in Ohio: Medically finds herself pregnant because
necessary abortions are illegal.
contraception is not taught in
her school, she should not be
If a woman gets pregnant and
is told that having the child will punished for the rest of her life.
It is imperative that we strive
kill her. what should she do?
to make abortion safe and legal.
She cannot leave the state to
obtain an abortion, that would
The government does not have
the right to interfere with our
be a crime. Her only options
are to seek an illegal abortion or reproductive freedoms.
wait to die.
Send comments to
erinlwethernipgmail.com
What would you do in this
situation?

not quiet these rumors.
Last February, graduate student Tamara Rice, the Graduate
Student Senate voice for OneCard,
said, "I am confident the executive committee will not make any
decisions without student input."
However, students are still left
in the dark and do not feel as if
they are a part of the decisionmaking process.
When it comes to issues that
directly affect the student body,
their voice should be heard.
This is especially true about

U-Wire Columnist
The Chock
University of South Florida

w

ere's my S100.000
Mercedes S-class?
As spoiled as that
question may sound, it's a tune
that more and more young
adults are humming. The 18to-35 crowd wants everything
from true love to a high-paying,
enjoyable job.
And they want it plenty.
The problem is that most
emerging adults aren't exactly
sure how to get it. Graduating
from college and being
employed by a company for
the entirety of one's working
life is less possible now than it
was when the parents of this
generation were emerging
into adulthood. Choosing one

career path and sticking to it
is also less desirable today and
borders on boring. With all of
the options that are available,
doing so is like going to a large
Chinese buffet and just eating
the fried rice.
However, there is a problem: When young adults find
themselves in such a position
of not knowing what to do or
how to get what they want, they
flounder. It's referred to as a
"quarter-life crisis," and it's a
phenomenon occuring in many
places. It is not a disease, nor is
it indicative of a lack of values.
It is merely a change in the way
life is led, and every new generation experiences such changes
to some degree.
The terms used to describe
the ambitious, but confused,
young adults today are not complimentary. In Japan, the name
for them translates to "parasite
singles." In the United Kingdom,
they are known as "kippers,"
which stands for "kids in parent's pockets eroding retirement

RGiNEWS
BRIDGET THARP, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

»

savings." In the United States,
such young adults are merely
known as "boomerangs," people in their late teens who move
out for college and "boomerang"
back to their parents' house
when college ends.
It's not an uncommon
occurrence. According to
the American Sociological
Association (ASA), 40 percent
of people in their late 20s still
receive financial assistance
from their parents. According
to the Census Bureau's Current
Population Survey, 43.2 percent
of women and 56.8 percent of
men age 22-31 lived at home
with their parents or planned
to move back home after graduation in 2002. The "traditional"
ages for undergraduates to be in
school are 18-22. According to
Education Statistics Quarterly,
however, the average age of
undergraduate students nationwide is 26. Not only that, but 1 in
4 undergraduates is 30 or older.
The very benchmarks of
adulthood are being delayed.

KARA OHNGREN MANAGING EDITOR
JOSH COMER CITY NEWS EDITOR
MATT MANNING PULSE FDrTOR
ERIC STEELE DESIGN EDITOR
JOHN TURNER SPORTS EDITOR
EMYMPPEOrTfWNHXTOR
JORDAN FLOWER PM0T0 EDITOR
SANDY MEADE COPY CHIEF
JAROO MARTENIES FLASH EDITOR
DRAKE MILLER VIDEO EDITOR

is a good one, which is why it
would be nice to know if it will
in fact be implemented for the
students on campus.
The card may provide an ideal
solution for students seeking a
single source for all of their financial needs.
If only communication from
the University were as efficient
as the product the new system
promises to offer, the goals of the
program may be better realized.

PEOPLE Celebrity gossip:
ON TBE STREET Waste of your time
When Chipotle opens
in BG, where will you
eat your burritos?

ANDREW DE CHELLIS
JUNIOR, MARKETING

Til go with Taco Bell
because it's on the way."

JENNAISHERW00D

GRAD STUDENT, ENGLISH
"/ don't eat burritos anymore in BG.They closed
down El Mercados."

How to get money after college
JORDAN
CAPOBLANCO

financial decisions
The
Campus
OneCard
would provide members of the
University community with a
universal account to complete
both on and off-campus transaction activities.
Since the card would impact
students, why are students not
being notified on the subject?
Students at this University
should know of the latest decisions regarding their financial
options.
The idea of a Campus OneCard

JOE CHURPEK
ALUM, SXI0L0GY

"No one can beat El
Zarape."

JOSH HARRAMAN
GRAD STUDENT,
COLLEGE PERSONNEL

"Chipotle because that's
where I always ate as an
undergrad."

Do me a favor the next
time you are flipping
around the vast regions
of cable television and count
the number of television shows
devoted solely to the goings on of
celebrities, including what they
are wearing, who they are dating, who else they are sleeping
with or their crazy religion.
Vou may be stunned.
Among the myriad of television shows that waste our
time with these subjects are
"Entertainment Tonight," "Access
I lollywood" or the entire "E!"
network.
In fact, CNN has an entire portion of its daily 24-hour broadcast called "Showbiz Tonight."
You can also go to your local
grocery store and while waiting
in line, scan the number of magazines devoted to those same
topics. Us Weekly and People are
among the useless magazines on
your grocery newsstand.
At what point do we realize
that it's a little much? Why do we
care so much about what goes
on in the lives of people we are
never going to personally meet?
Why do we care so much about
Brangelina lor is it Bradgelina?
Or Polie? BradAngPiJolitt?)?
We waste so much of our time
caring about other peoples' lives
that we lose focus of our own.
Did you know that Toledo's
own 13 ABC news website has
an entire page just from TomKat?
I don't care if she is from
Toledo. It's ridiculous.
I have heard the arguments
about why we should worry ourselves with these matters.
There is the "it gives us an
escape from our own lives"
argument.
We have too much escape.
With soaring divorce rates, gas
prices, cfuldrens' weight gains
and so on, we need to get away
from our escapes, get back to
reality and fix the problems we
have on our plate.
There is also the "celebrity
fashion gives us cues on how to
look" argument.
I've seen red carpet shows—
who can afford to buy those
clothes?
Also, women in this nation are
at a complete loss because they
want so much to look like Jessica
Simpson and Jessica Alba that
they develop eating disorders to
try and look that skinny.
By emulating those skinny
twigs, we set the bar too high for
what women should look like to
be accepted as attractive
The point is that we should
not care what celebrities do with
their free time.

JEFF
JOMBARDJ
% Opinion Columnist
If we have learned anything
from these celebrity outlets, it
should be that celebrities, in general, are certifiably insane.
So why invest our time and
money into finding out what's
going on with these crazy people?
By focusing on their lives, the
entertainment industry is suffering— we concentrate too much
on the player and not enough
on the play. For instance, I saw
Mission Impossible: III.
It was incredible. 1 absolutely
loved it. It had great action,
good performances (yes, even
by Xenu's disciple Tom) and
great style.
And yet, it did poorly in the
box office because people have
hang-ups about Tom Cruise.
The people I told about how
great the movie is responded
with "Yeah, but I just don't like
that nut."
People forget that Tom Cruise
has made a ton of great movies,
Top Gun, Bom on the Fourth of
July, The Last Samurai, the other
two Mission Impossible movies
and so on.
IfMLIII would have come
out at least a year ago, before
the whole Scientology fiasco
or before Tom Cruise publicly
blasted Brooke Shields for taking anti-depressants to aide
her postpartum depression,
1 wager that millions more
would have flocked to see that
splendid movie.
V\fe never cared so much about
what movie stars do outside of
their movies than we do now.
Nobody cared in the golden
age of Hollywood that Cary
Grant was married and divorced
five times, that although John
Wayne was an outspoken advocate of the draft in the Vietnam
conflict he never himself served
or that Clark Gable was also married five times and had another
child out of an affair with actress
Loretta Young.
We still regard these actors as
some of the finest in the moviemaking business and we do
not worry ourselves with their
personal lives. Wfe remember the
still classic movies they made as
some of the best movies.
Wfe should leave the personal
lives to the celebrities themselves
and celebrate the films they are
making today.
Send your comments to
jlombar@bgsu.edu

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns arc printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be induded for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the liditor or "Guest Column." Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters arc
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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BOWLING GREEN'S NEWEST APARTMENTS!
>

I

)

^imilJtMraBK

Sip a lease today at the Enclave II and receive:
A 2GB iPod Nano & $100 Visa Gift Card
wreB

—^

$300 Visa Gift Car

FREE Pool t, Hot tub
FREE Tanning
FREE Internet
FREE Fitness (enter
FREE Private Shuttle
FREE Washer h Dryer
FREE Computer tab
FREE Sana1 Volleyball

.'.■■:■.-•.•''.-.

3pff6$fifK*&£

restrictions dppty

►

Now Playing

B

9 of 12
The Journey
Fatboy Slim
Palookaville

3:37

-0:59

The Enclave II
877-819-6802
f4 -

*5P
1

Office Hours:
Mon-Fri: 8:30am-7pm
5T
Sat: lOam-Apm
S
Sun: IZpm-Apm

* ^^a

MODEL NOW OPEN
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

No Application fee
No Administration Fee
■

No Short Term Lease fee
3KRSK

No Security Deposit

Colleqeparkweb.com
706 Napoleon U.
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Lawsuits filed vs.
software pirates
(Computer software
thieves Bee] the heat as
subpoenas are served
By Michael Liedtke
IHt ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN I RANaSCO — Computer
software makers launched a
crackdown on illegal Internet
sales o! their products yesterday
In siiiiig suspcvtiil pirates who
have set 111> shop on the popular
online auction site eBay Inc.
Usual!) fierce rivals Symantec
Corp. and McAfee Inc. teamed
lip to kick off I he crusade In targeting Five different eBay sellers
in three lawsuits filed Monday in

a Los Angeles federal court.
"If Online marketplaces are
going to puisne the free-market
ideals [hat they aspire In. the]
must make sine the products

they sell are authentic," said loe
Fitzgerald, Symantec's vice president of intellectual properly
The two leading makers of
anlivirus software decided to
sue after uncovering evidence
that the individuals named in i he
complaints had completed more
than 15,000 sales involving pirated software hi'Uveen Octnhri

Beer was first sold on campus in what year?

2005 and December 2005, said
Keith Kupfcrschmid, an executive
with the Software & Information
Industry Association.
The trade group is coordinating the software industry's
efforts to patrol eBay and other
Internet auction sites for pirates.
Kupferschmid said the group
intends lo buy copies of pirated
software in the auctions and t hen
sue "egregious" copyright violators without forewarning. The
Industry expects to file the suits
on a monthly basis.
The campaign isn't currently
aimed at eBay or the buyers of
piraled software.
Besides software makers, I he
association also represents a
large number of providers of electronic information, includingThe
Associated Press.
This week's initial burst of lawsuits named: l.dward Cosmos of
Bloomington. Calif.; Grace Chan
of San lose, Cxilif.; Kevin Liu of
New Brunswick, N.I..; Mary Tian
of New Brunswick. N.J.! and G.T.
I"ian of Highland Park. N.I.
Cosmos. I.iu and the Tians
didn't immediately respond toemails sent lo their eBay profiles
yesterday.

Properties Co.
Houses That Feel Like Homes
rfu

adproptrUtico.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Fox Run Aprs.
• Piedmont "Under Renovation"

• Mini Moll Apts.
• Triplex

A. 1945
B. 1950

BGSU
TRIVIA

C. 1965
D. 1970

uojunainjo
IUOOX WUIPAOJ

aw HI o/6i a

A college education doesn't come cheap, and UPS knows that. That's why
they came up with the Earn and Leatn® Program. As a student working

The UPS

part-time at UPS, I can get as much as S23.000 toward my tuition and
other education expenses.

LEARN
Program

Hours of Operation:

• Updated Birchwood
• Houses
small pels allowed
See our website or
call for mote details

Get up to

Preload * 4am-8am
Day 11:30am-3:30pm

$23,000*

Twilight • 5pm-9pm
Midnight • 10:45pm-2:45am

in College

Shift times are approximate.
GREAT
AFFORDABLE

MjMSMttaN CHERRYWOOD

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

SCMDESCMHI

CD EC HEALTH SPA

RATES!

EARNAW

r • Indoor Healed Pool
* M,*'t '"'•«"'
MtMbtnalllr • New tquipimnt
■Mvllege ii •seuno
OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8 12 4 I 4 30 Sot: l»2
530 S. Maple Si 41V-352-937S

Education Assistance!
UPS • 1550 Holland Road • Maumee, OH 43537
To inquire about Part-Time Package Handler
employment opportunities, apply online at:

UPS is ,in equal opportunity
employer M/F/D/V.
"Progiam guidelines apply.

www.upsjobs.com

LARGEST AND NICEST
3 & 4 BEDROOM T0WNH0MES
Phase I
4 Bedroom
rates as low
as $295 per
person!

V
enTi-mtmr.ui far.

4*

Lower Level

Entry Level

Upper Level

• Spacious Living Room and Full Size Kitchen

• 2,000 square feet of living space over three levels

• Private bath in each Bedroom-plus half bath for your guests

• Huge deck to share with your neighbor

• Free High Speed Internet & Cable connection in each room

PRICES SO LOW YOU WOULDN'T BELIEVE!
I ( ) W X H O M I
COM M I N I I I I s,

2057 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-353-3300
www.copperbeechtownhomes.com

WEDNESDAY
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2006
FOOTBALL: Find out
who BG will be missing
on the field come
opening day; PAGE 8

www.bgnews.com/pulse
BOWUNG GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
VOLUME 100 ISSUE 149

EVENTS:

■ Tonight: "Worlds In Your
Waller" at the BGSU
Planetarium stating at 8 p.m.
■ Tomorrow: Howard's Live
music featuring Those Who
Wait, Cordova, The Tapes
and Echo Room. Show starts
around 9 p.m.
■ Easy Street Cafe hosts open
nnc night.
■ Friday: Wood County Humane
Society hosts, "Wine and
Cheese Benefit" at Olscamp.
■ Live music at Howard's
featuring The Revenge.
■ Live music at Easy Street
Cafe starting at 10 p.m.
■ Saturday: Live music at
Howards featuring Huge
World Project.
■ Karaoke at Easy Street Cafe.
■ Sunday: Howard's hosts a
benefit concert starting
at 2 p.m.
■ Monday Euchre tournament
at Easy Street, call for more
details.
■ Tuesday: Comedy at Easy
Street.

Summer
provides
tun for
students

Photo Illustration by Jarod "artenios BG Nem

Howard's feeds BG music scene

Howards Club H and Madhatter Music team up in supporting local rock, live music acts

By Jessica Zamampa
PULSE REPORTER

Summer is the time when BG
and the surroundingareas are
really bustling with activities.
From programs in the parks
to fairs and festivals galore,
Northwest Ohio manages to
pack it all into the three short
months of summer.
For those who can't or
would rather not venture out
of BG's city limits, there is
plenty to do around town. One
of the best places to find fun
in town this summer is the
City Park. It features plenty
of grassy areas to stretch out
and relax, as well as a pool
and basketball courts.
Friday, June 2 starts the
park's annual Lunch in the
Park series. Each Friday from
June through luly features
food from restaurants like
Panera Bread and Easystreet
Cafe and musical performances by people like Jeff
Tucker, Ragtime Rick and
Banjo Betsy. Sunday evenings,
beginning June 11, the City
Park also hosts the Concerts
in the Park series. These concerts are free and open to
everyone. This year's entertainment includes "Pride
of Toledo" Sweet Adelines,
Johnny Knorr Orchestra and
Swingmania.
Staying active in Bowling
Green shouldn't be a problem
this summer.
According to Rob Wells,
sports specialist with the
Department of Parks and
SUMMER, PAGE 8

Kara Ohngren
MANAGING EDII0R

In passing it may seem like nothing more than an old, run-down
bar with an even older letter -mar
quee out front.
1 Inwards Club
H, nesded at the north end of
town, may just be the hub of a
diverse, legendary, underground
music scene that often goes unnoticed in an area littered with dance
clubs and sports bars.
"It's not like this booming scene
where thousands of people go out
to shows all the time. It's more of

a subde scene that's still strong
but has a very eclectic fed." Kin
Alex Merced, campus radio DJ and
founder of fashionably Numb
Music, a local promotion agency.
Near some of the nation's largest
musical regions, Bowling (■nins
own sound seems to lend hand
from more centrally focused areas
like Detroit, Cleveland, Chicago
and Columbus.
"There's such a wide range of
music, coming from so many different directions that I think it
all intersects here in Northwest

Ohio, creating iliis really interestini! vortex of musical influences."
Merced said. "It's cool because
this vi ay there is a different crowd
out every night at shows. There
seems to be something around
here for everybody."
I towards oilers live music every
Wednesday through Saturday
and say they book the best of
all varieties of music, Including
national, regional and local ails
As opposed to larger Toledo venues, I towards iprovides a clear
sense of community.

"There's always a collection of
people at Howard's who enjoy
music and art and just stick
together in dial cultural way,"
Merced said. "You're not going
to see a better show, for a better
price, anywhere."
As owner and operator of
downtown's Madhatter Music, a
17-year-old, independent record
shop, Jim Cummer has watched
the local music scene evolve.
"Music here Ls so robust and
healthy and that, no doubt, stems
from Howard's being so open to

the local scene and contributes to
making everything a whole lot of
fun, "Cummer said.
Madhatter strives to promote
new and hard-to-find indie music
- primarily coming out of the
Bowling Green area. They also
post weekly local concert information in the store's front window
and offer opinions to bands that
seek their advice.
"I think this store helps to
empower local bands by giving
MUSIC, PAGE 8

Flute professor puts famous text to music
"I wanted to highlight all the
talent we have in our country of
women composers,"
Nina Assikrnakopoulos
By Jessica Zamarripa
REPORTER

It was nearly one in the morning and Nina Assimakopoulos
had just finished a big project she
had been working on. As she was
lying in bed. she thought, "What's
next?"
What came next took
Assimakopoulos, assistant professor of flute, and 15 American
women composers almost three
years to compose, record and
release.
The journey began in 20O3
after Assimakopoulos laid in bed
thinking about flute music by

women composers.
She looked on-line the next
momingand came up widi a list of
around 25 women — some she'd
never heard of befi ire
She wanted them to compose a
piece of music that was less than
five minutes long and based on a
work of literature.
What she received in return
were 15 different compositions
based on 15 different literary
works, two of which were from
Pulitzer Prize winning composers.
The CD, which is tided "Points
of Entry Vol. 1," was recorded at
' the University's College of Musical
Arts. "Points" is Assimakopoulos'
third CD.
Her fourth, die second volume
to the LAURELS project, which is
a series of CDs celebrating women

composers, will be recorded this
summer and released in the fall.
The last in the series, volume 10,
is projected to be released in 2017.
Assimakopoulos called the
series of CDs the LAURELS project because of the significance
of the laurel, which is a type of
evergreen tree.
Throughout history, thcseplants
were used to crown winners—like
In the Greek Pythian games—and
even today are still associated with
honor.
"I wanted these women to
be honored for dieir work."
Assimakopoulos said.
She decided to take on lliis project, because women liave historically been underrepresentcd as
composers When many people
think of composers they think of

Beethoven and Chopin, who are
men, she said.
"I wanted to highlight all the
talent we have in our country of women composers,"
Assimakopoulos said.
Marilyn Bliss, one of the composers whose work is featured on
die CD, said that Assimakopoulos'
recordings and readings were'sensitivdy done" and that "the CD
shows a wide range of composer's
interpretations" of the project.
According to Assimakopoulos.
it was exciting to see a piece of
literary work be transformed into a
musical composition, hear herself
play it and hear herself read the
literary work that inspired it
"The
narrated
poems
brought the project full cycle,"
Assimakopoulos said.

This project, like all of her others,
is one .Assimakopoulos jumped
right into and embraced.
"I'm always into something,"
she said, noting that sometimes
her projects, which include both
musical and painted works, overlap.
T get an idea, and I work really
hard at it. If something else needs
my time, I set it aside for a while,"
Assimakopoulos said.
That "something else" is often
times her students.
"I want my students to integrate the arts into their work,
to show them what's possible,"
Assimakopoulos said. "I want
them to know they can walk up
to any composer and ask them to
commission a piece for them."

Couch Potato Rant: Show 'Lost' can be described as a science experiment
JANELLE
ENGLE

Coach Potato Columnist
With only two episodes left
of "LOST," the show is at the
height of excitement. Last week
both Anna-Lucia and Libby
were killed by what I think is a
brain washed Michael. At this
point we are not quite sure
what is going on with Michael;
he came out of the jungle disillusioned and ready to take on
the Others.
If you have been watching
"LOST," you know there are so
many theories and possibilities

that could be going on in the
show. In last week's episode,
"?", we discovered a new hatch
that contained nine televisions
and a transportation tube. As
of right now we know of three
mysterious hatches. One hatch
contains a computer with a
button that has to be pushed
every 108 minutes or a catastrophic event happens. The
other hatch has only appeared
in one episode and was abandoned except for some theater
clothes and fake beards. The
third hatch was just discovered
with the television screens taping all the hatch's activities.
Now that season two is about

to wrap up, I know enough
information to form some theories about the mysterious island
and the show. I think the whole
island was originally setup for
a sciencejexperiment in the
1980s about human behavior
and interaction. The people in
the experiment found out what
was really going on and "took
over," thus forming the Others.
Basically, what I am saying is
t hat the Others are the original
scientists and the participants
in that experiment.
The new castaways are
stranded on the island due to a '
plane crash. I do not think the
plane crash was an accident.

I think that it was meant to
crash on the island and that
everyone who survived did so
for a reason.
I also think one theory floating around is the electromagnetic theory. The theory is that
in 2015, the electromagnetic
fields of the Earth are going
to switch, and the end of the
world is going to happen much
like it did with the dinosaurs.
In this theory, the castaways
were all brought to the island to
save mankind, and that is why
there are all different survivors.
In this theory, the Others are
the scientists that have created
this fake world and want to

keep them on the island to save
mankind. I do think the island
is a place where each castaway
can learn more about themselves and learn things from
other people. Everyone brings
something useful to the island.
I don't know if it's just me,
but I wish there was more love
on the island. It seems like
when someone is close to falling in love, one of the two lovers' ends up dying. If the theory
about saving mankind is correct, they need to let people fall
in love or last long enough on
the island to procreate. 1 also
hope that being able to talk
about the show will influence

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/PULSE

more people to watch, because
it is a very intriguing and creative show that I think everyone should watch. All 1 know is
that each week I fall more and
more in the world of LOST and
hope that it never ends.
Season one is out on DVD
now and season two comes out
on DVD in October, which is
just in time for season three to
start in the fall. I hope to hear
back from other LOST fans or
new LOST fans.
Editor's Note: Submit your
own "Coach Potato Rant" to the
Pulse Editor Matt Manning at
BGNews.com

PULSE
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Howard's gives exposure
MUSIC. rROMPAGH
iln-iii < axlihilit\.' Cummer Mid
"It five's than ;i place t" display
and sdl (heir work, and we sup
port their shows in ever) way"
When dismlsGed as just another
coBBge-town music scene where
everyone is trying to make ii bin.
Bowling Greeris own unique
musical si\lc gets lost
Anyone can make a good CD
Inn it's the live show that ran
really set a band apart, according
io Michael Seitz, freshman and
lead VOCals lm local pup punk
act. Eight Minutes Upside Down
I MUD).
Emerging original!) from the
Upper Sanduskj area, i:\iui >
iirsi hit the BG scene last war
when three of iis members
began classes at the Unrversirj
ami have since noticed an
Increased tan-base.
"\\i'\r been able to reaDy work
on everything Horn stage presence lo sound since places like
Howards are always looking for
local bands." Seta said, 'It is eas-

ier to promote around here since
iHiiple teem i<> be open io aD
types of music and genres."
Merced said thai ova the past
year he lias lucked some ol the
best hands he has ever sivn as
well as ads thai he is sun- will
eventual!) break into the national music scene, including such
I towards regulars as experimental down-tempo/happy haul
icnc Mammoths Melting out ol'
ihelcl'V and ihc mute dec linlli
caiiv based Stylet
II you lake a look al a lol ol
these local bands, the) all have
reafl) strong, jaw-dropping, topnotch live shows, even when no
ones there to watch," Merced
said.it would be nice io see more
ol the Btudenl bod) come out
t he) aie missing oul on a lol ol
real) really w'd music i dom
understand how anyone could
gellxired In this town."
Mammoths, who recently
released a StX-SOng EB aie based
inn of lt(; and agree that the area
is a quality place for good, nuclei
ground bands to nourish.

aftjenft
Efficiencies
451THURSTIN -k ton from OHenhauer.
Furn. w full bath, stove & refrigerator.
School Year-One Person Rale S395
OneV.
$365

1 Bedroom Apartments
517 REED STREET -At Tnurstin.
Furn. or Unfurn, One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate $465
One Year - One Person Rate ■ $400
707-727 THIRD STREET One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rale $395
One Yeai - One Person Rate $350
825 THIRD STREET - Pen Allowed!
Furnished or Unfurnished One bath.
School Year - One Person Rale- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year ■ One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350
839 SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate $460
One Year - One Person Rate $395

"Bowling Green certainly has
a verydlverse crowd of bands, as
we have played with everything
from straight up noise bands
io pleasant meJodk at rs," said
Guy lustusson, a member ol
Mammoths, "li seems more like
people in the area aie borrow
ing things from what's oul there
and what they like and putting
llieii own spin on ii. which is
really exciting."
Without a dominating genre in
the area, it seems that focal musi
ciansaremoreincUnedtotr) new
sounds, which may nol he heard
elsewhere Ihe BG scene is ripe
with innm.like and experimental bands thai ,ne Dying lo do
what ihev believe sounds good.
according lo junior, musician and
serious music tan, Mike I'iller.
Often ai I towards you may
have to sii through a lew crappy
acts before you hear the one dial
you came for, but Idothlnkthars
something thai deserves credit,
because those bands are still getling out there, doing what the)
want," Pfflersald.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Bowling Green has summer fun

I hose venturing out of
.ind vegetables.
I oi those looking to venture Howling t;reen on any given
outside Howling Green, there's weekend call also find many
festivals. Northwest Ohio is
even more to see and do dur
ing the summer, [he Toledo lull ol small towns, most of
Zoo will be buzzing with activ- which have some sort of festiity as the Live Nation Summer val or lair during the summer.
iisuaih these festivals include
Concert Series gets started.
I hough the exact schedule is the same types of food from the
count)
laiis as well as crafts
still under wraps for non-ZOO
and flea market type
members, < \ iul\
Condlt, marketing
'■We'll have vendors. They also
io feature someami public relaPaul Simon, lend
thing that makes the
tions coordinator,
was able lo chop a a Pink Floyd town unique.
lew names,
Grand Rapids, a
"We'll ha\o Paul laser tribute small town about
Simon, a Pink Floyd
and Ashlee 21) minutes wesi of
Howling (Ireen, has
laser tribute and
Rapids Rally Days the
Ashlee Simpson,"
second weekend in
( unclii said.
CINDY C0NDIT.
July, ibis event feai Ickets for these
COORDINATOR
tures a chicken barconcerts will he
available through
bec ue, community
play, sidewalk sales,
I ickel m a si er
horse-drawn wagon rides and
May 20.
According to Condlt students activities for the entire family,''
ai the Universitj may also be according lo Ihe Grand Rapids
interested in feeding and train- web sile.
Many oilier small towns like
ing demonstrations, which
OCCUl from May 27 through Western and Pemberville have
September i. According to the their own festivals.
loledo /oo web sile, Von Staff
I hi' few things listed here are
will offer demonstrations ol a small pan of the numerous
activities and programs going
how the) provide enrichment
for orangutans and elephants." on over the summer in Bowling
Green
and Ihe surrounding
Visitors can also watch "sharks
prowl" and snakes ingesi iheir anas -there's always somel lung lo do around Ihe area.
lunch,"

SUMMER. FROM PAGE 7
Recreation, there are al teas)
three summer athletii programs students ma) be Interested in
a drop-in tennis program starts lune II with a men's
league starting \ugusl 7 and
the sand volleyball league starts
lune.", ai Carter Park, However,
there is a $126 fee per volleyball
team. Uso ol Interest to students, according to Wells, is the
adult drop-in soccei league on
Dunbridge Road, it's free to play
and starts lune I.
I he end ofthe summer marks
another Howling Green tradition worth checking out
From August I through
August 7. the yumnv) smell of
it ied foods nu\ with the not so
\ iimmy smell animal barns and
the distinctive din ol children
screaniingasllieyveniuredown
an extremely tall and inflatable
slide, wii.it causes all ibis commotion? It's the Wood County
i air. running from August i
iluougli August 7. Each year,
one ot the highlights is a major
concert", This year's concert features country artists Phil Vassal
and Miranda Lambert. The rait
also has 4-H projects on display,
baby animals like chickens and
pigs as well as theil lull grown
counterparts, handmade quilts

Simpson."

isfijflf
615 SECOND STREET - Two Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn. One bath.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

•

NITROGEN FOR YOUR TIRES

TIRE SAVINGS^

BRAKES

3 MECHANICAL (j

| On ANY 4 tires ! />ai

A

wm

MV li—

'%*%1 '""" ! **** "N ■

!

!wl*iwAtr; Brake Service !
1

IrtciuMiFRCF
InclwMi m£ Alittfimfnt
AKfn,
Chech ■

F^'K'.'H'^I with Tire Rotation*!
FREE Alignment check

'

...

|

BO" a

HE VKtCOME COMWNV CANS » NAIONAl ACCOUNTS

ii mmwwm n

TO & FROM
BGSU CAMPUS
vSSSBBtUIOSl/mCECmiRS^

Vii.T/Taj

A
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835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn, Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate $580
One Year Two Person Rate - $480

CHANGE

: aiaofF ;s
! ANY Mechanical Repair •

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. w Unfurn, Two odrm.
One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year • Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate $520

0IL

Gel our 533 98 tervtce for ort

: S4E : S<

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. o'Unfurn., One bath.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

a

£tjKJ3 Tire life f^JS Fuel economy pffik Tire priwsure retention pffil Environment friendly I

«.'■

IV* South Main Straal - Acroaa from ALOI Food*

INCLUDES
Chassis Luba
AND
FREE
Fluid 'Top-off*'
Batwaan Chanfaa

f
I|:

Find more coupons and detail, about NltroMax, visit vrww.thatlraman.com

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn, Two Full baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $640
One Year-Two Person Rate $530
810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH; 818 SEVENTH
Fui n. or Unfurn, One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470

831 SEVENTH

2 Bedroom Apartments

Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $555
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480

SOSCLOUGH-SeUcnrJKmtos

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

Two Furn. or Unfurn, One bath & Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year-Two Person Rate $520

I t'unished, ,11/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

Management Inc.
www.meccqbq.com
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.
• www.meccabg.com

with $250 Nonrefundablepet deposit at these locations:
831 Seventh, 841 Eighth. 777, 733, 755 Manvllle,
825 Third, 802 Sixth & 725 Ninth

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, Oh II ocated Across From Taco Bell)
RENTAL OFFICE: 419-354-2260
Hours - Monday to Friday 830 5:30 Saturday - 8:30
www.johnnewlovetealestdte.tom

NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
Slop by office for listing!

1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419.353.5800
info@meccabg.com

CAMPBELL HILL
TOWNHOUSES

BUFF
APARTMENTS

321 SOUTH
MERCER ROAD

HOUSES

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES

2 BEDROOMS

BRAND NEW 1 BEDROOM

4 BEDROOMS

HISTORIC MILLIKIN HOTEL

♦ Furnished

♦ Full Bathroom

♦ 1 Full Bathroom

♦ 1 Half & 1 Full Bath

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Unfurnished

♦ Full Basement

♦ Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Washer/Dryer Hookup
♦ Plenty of Parking
♦ Air Conditioned
♦ 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
♦ 2 Laundromats

0

♦ Microwave, Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal

♦ Furnished Unit

♦ Tile Floors

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Laundry on-site

♦ Laundry on-site

♦ Close to Campus

2 Full Bathrooms
Air Conditioning
Fireplace
Microwave, Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal
♦ 2 Car Garages
♦ BGSU Shuttle Stop
♦ Washer/Dryer in
Every House
♦ Limit 3 Unrelated People

ctatting J>

ciattinojf

i

♦ BGSU Shuttle Stop

♦
♦
♦
♦

»

r $5907moT^
( n^ gas/electric, )

GREENBRIAR, INC.

*9 I
tvaiiiflojf

S460/mo^N
( ^ + utilities , )

419-352-0717

(

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Efficiency & 1 Bedroom
Tile Floors & Berber Carpet
Air Conditioning
Laundry on-site
Loft Style Apts. Available

SUMMIT STREET APTS
♦
♦
♦
♦

Efficiency & 1 Bedroom
Air Conditioning
Close to Campus
Laundry on-site «^U|r

aC

S^Lt

www.greenbriarrentals.com

BGSPORTS

SOFTBALL BG OUSTED FROM MID-AMERICAN CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT

BRIEFING

IHE BG NEWS

BG Offensive lineman
receive recognition

Offensive linemen Kory
Lichtensteigcr and Derrick
Markray were recognized as
two of the top reluming players
in the nation at their respective
positions by the Sporting News.
Both were rated in the top 20
nationally in their positions and
have been named Preseason all
MAC selections.

May 17,
2006
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GRttN STATE UNIVERSITY

FOOTBALL

Turner to sit out opener in Cleveland
Brandon suspends his
starting QB following
disorderly conduct
By John Turner
SPORTS EDI10R

BE News till photo

ON THE RUN: Turner used quick feet to evade defenders last fall, but he' I have fo watch from the sideline when his team opens the 2006 season.

When the BG football team
opens its season September 2
ANTHONY TURNER
against Wisconsin, they'll have
SOPHOMORE
to do it without redshirt sophomore quarterback Anthony
"Anthony's got a tremendous
Turner.
responsibility to be the next
Coach Gregg Brandon Howling Green quarterback,"
handed Turner the suspension Brandon said. "Mis teammates
"internally" after charges were don't talk about him by name,
filed, but word leaked out of the they talk about him being the
locker room nearly one month next great Bowling Green quarlater. The charges stemmed terback."
from an incident in late March
Although things on the field
in which Turner — along with look promising, off the lirld
teammate Ryan Patrick — were Turner already has two strikes
found in possession of marijua- against him. In the summer of
na while sitting inside Patrick's 2005, Turner had to be warned
GMC SUV at about 1:30 a.m.
by police after setting oil illegal
"Per our team policy. Anthony fireworks over one week after
will have to serve a one-game the Fourth of luly.
suspension," Brandon said.
"There are some Inherent
"This is an opportunity to edu- expectations that come with
cate and teach, and part of that playing the position Iquartei
is discipline."
back], and some are unfair, but
Chargesof marijuana posses- that's just the way it isT Brandon
sion were reduced to a charge said. It you're going to be a
of disorderly conduct
quarterback here.
when Turner went
"This is an you've got to be a
before the Bowling
leader and do tin
Green
Municipal opportunity things we ask you
Court last week. City
to educate to do. We JUS) don't
prosecutor Matt Reger
him to turn
and teach, want
agreed to amend the
around 50 times a
and part game and hand the
original charge — at
the request of Turner's
ball off.''
of that is
attorney — so long
Redshirt freshdiscipline." man
as Turner passed
Freddie
his urine test, which
Barnes will likely
GREG6 BRANDON.
he did.
get the nod undei
HEAD COACH
As a monetary
center for the seapenalty for his indisson opener at the
cretion, Turner was
Cleveland Browns
ordered to pay a $150 fine and Stadium. Barnes is yet to throw
$70 in court costs.
a collegiate pass, but saw ait ion
Patrick — who has since in the spring game, splitting
been dismissed from the reps with Turner. The team will
team — faced similar charges be relying on him heavily in
and fines.
game as t bey take on Wisconsin
Turner is the front-runner to out of the Big 10.
fill the void left at quarterback
Turner will return to the
following the premature depar- line-up the lollowing week in
ture of Omar lacobs for the NFL. the Mid-American Conference
As a starter, Turner finished 1-1, opener
against
Buffalo.
completing 52 of 85 passes for Brandon remains optimistic
492 yards and two touchdowns that Turner can mow1 tot ward
in all. He also caused trouble and become the team's primafor opposing defenses with his ry option on offense.
legs, rushing for 170 yards on 53
"Anthony
Turner
will
carries with three TDs.
serve his time and then get
Brandon recognizes a tal- back in the saddle." Brandon
ent when he sees it, but knows said. "Hopefully, he'll learn
that earning responsibility and from this, and then we can
respect come first.
move on."

BASEBALL

WOMEN'S TRACK

Track improves in Baseball rebounds
Championships with conference win
By Mall Entrup
REPORTER

The BGSU track team took their
highest placing in seven years
when they finished seventh in
the Mid-American Conference
Outdoor Track Championships
this past week.
Akron won the event with 141
combined points. BG's52 points
were eight behind sixth place
finisher Central Michigan's 60.
Sophomore Jamie Roflow
was the highest placer for the
Falcons, finishing second in two
events. On Friday she took silver in the 3,000-meter steeplechase and then came back on
Saturday to take silver in die
5,000-meter run with a new
personal-record of 16:43.54.
"You're definitely sore the
next day, but we took ice baths
in the hotel and stretched a lot,"
Roflow said. "A lot of people I
was going against were in the

same situation but some were
coming in fresh."
Three Falcons also earned
bronze medals for their efforts
in the championships.
lessica White finished third
in the 100-meter dash, and
lunior Nicole Standback put up
a personal-best time of 14.03 to
take bronze in the 100-meter
hurdles.
Whitney I lartman, a Bowling
Green native, also placed third
in a pair of events — discus
throw and hammer throw.
Andi Bunko and senior
Alyson Lee helped the cause,
taking fifth and eighth in the
javelin throw, respectively.
Kim Settle set a new personalrecord in the 3,000-meter steeplechase with a time of 11:05.09,
which was good enough for
sixth place. Stephanie I lillman
TRACK, PAGE 10

By Matt Entrup

REPORTER

The BGSU baseball team did
something they haven't done in
awhile when they beat Buffalo
12-3 last Friday.
The win was their first in
the Mid-American Conference
since they beat Akron on April
22. It was their third ran in a row
after beating Oakland 10 -2 and
Wright St. 13-6 during the week.
They continued their streak on
Saturday beating Buffalo 6-4
but lost Sunday 11-8.
"It was very important to
get some positive vibes again
because we were not feeling
very good about ourselves,"
said coach Danny Schmitz.
Since the win against Akron,
the Falcons (26-24,11-13 MAC)
were swept in three game
series by MAC foes Kent State
and Miami University, as well
as losing one more to Akron.

"We just got shut down
offensively," Schmitz said.
Tied for first place less than
a month ago, the victories
over Buffalo put the Falcons
two games behind Western
Michigan (26-19, 13-9 MAC)
for the sixth and final spot in
the MAC tournament with only
diree games remaining.
"We definitely dug ourselves
a hole." Schmitz said. "We're on
the outside looking in. We can't
afford to lose any more games
right now," he said.
If the Falcons are able to
make the playoffs they will be
coming in hot. Their offense
put up 26 runs against Buffalo
to bring their weekly total
to 49.
Leading the way this past
week was catcher/outfielder
losh Stewart who went 14-23
from the plate while recordBASEBALL, PAGE 10

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WVyW.BGrtfWS.COfrVSPORTS

UNDER CONTROL: Alan Brech pitched eight innings Friday in a win over
Buffalo, leading the Falcons to a 2-1 series win over the weekend.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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BG alum becomes role
model for local youth
By Emily West
RIPORTIR
Young athletes aie always searching for a role model In a small
community it is an even iiigger
challenge to find a local person to
admire
look no further.
losh Almanson, a former key
player on the Howling (teen State
University basketball team, may
be the role model everyone has
been waiting for.
The recent University graduate
is the creator of a basketball camp
for boys and girls in grades two
through eight. He designed the,
camp so basketball players could
have fun, make friends and learn
skills lor their future careers.
"I've always liked the idea of
younger kids learning how to play
h.iskelbull." Almanson said.
Before
Almanson's
collegiate canvr started, lie played at
Bowling Green I ligh School where
he still holds the all-time high scoring record and was recognized for

various honors ;is a senior.
"If you start kids practUng at a
young age they will build themselves up as Ix'ttei basketlull players for high school and later on,"

he said
Almanson has appeared at
several high school games and
is undoubtedly an Icon among
lie ,1 is basketball players, I le gets a
li it i il attention but alwa\ s appears
humble and very amicable.
lacob Vvesi. a freshman basketball player at lit ,ns said, "When
loah went from tile high school
to litiSII. he gave all of us a huge

confidence boost lush Atananson
leads by example. I le shows that

someone torn a anal school can
be good if they want to."

Almanson graduated from
Mil IS in 2000.

In general the community benefits from the camp.
Hob Wells, the spoils coordinatoi at nie Community Center said.
i he losh Almanson camp is a
great partnership and hopefully

The Daily Crossword Fix

DOWN
1 Type size
2 Stocking shade
3 Word with rage or gang
4 Open a jacket
5
-jongg
6 Tropical shorebird
7 Novelist _ Neale Hurston
8 Revulsion
9 Fruit drink
10 Minor crisis
11 Extend a subscription
12 Mural starter?
40 Christmas tree
decoration
13 Scatterbrained
18 ' Got Mail"
43 Fifty percent
22Pac-10sch.
45 Bobbettes hit
24 Minimal garage
47 Coyote State capital
26 Used tire
49 Precursor to Windows
27 Seize
50 Not moving
26 Italian sauce
51 Sister's daughter
29 Autobahn auto
53 Cary of "The
Princess Bride"
33 Land in the Irish Sea
34 Barley bristle
56 Fashion
35 Pusher's pursuer
58 Disgusting
36 Pinza of "South
59 Nastase of tennis
Pacific''
60 Sharp rebuke
37 Shoulder muscle.
62 Ford fuel
briefly
63 Set

"This is my way of
giving back to the
community. I went
to college to teach,
and now I can."
JOSH ALMANSON. ALUMNI
this event will draw in more kids
It's always a great way to gel kids

to be more active.*
iTit'carnp takes placelune 19-22
at the Bowling Green Community
(liner. I his is the first camp the
Community Center has hosted
since Us opening
Almanson's camp allows kids
a chance to meet and work with
college athletes, and even though
Mmanson has had very successful
college and professional experiences, he still sees this camp as an

ACROSS
ACROSS
1 Cuzco's country
5 Honda competitor
10 Floating jail
14 PC image
15 Steer clear of
16 Vegas rival
17 Legendary Sioux chief
19 Biblical preposition
20 Sound reproduction
21 Hip dude
22 Exploiters
23 Brownish purple
25 Castle passage
27 Twelve doz.
30 Large vessel
31 Part of SASE
32 Double-edged sword
34 Reached
36 Puts on years
39 Word to follow 17A, 62A.
10D,and33D

Important pan of his career.
"This is my way of giving
back to the community. I went
to college to teach, and now I
can," he said.

WMU too much for BG

41 Demolish
42 Voice amplifier
44 Food Network celeb
46 Merit
47 Golf norm
48 Foldaway bed
49 Canon rival
52 Marking time
54 Catch a whiff of
55 Fr woman's title
57 Graceland man
61 Consider
62 Conservative columnist
64 Killer whale
65 Writer Gide
66 Director Kazan
67 "Nana" star Anna
66 Harden
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Women's track still young
TRACK, fROM PAGE 9
also placed in die event, taking
eighth after running the 10,000meler nin die previous day.
Hounding out the scoring for the
Falcons was the 4xlOO-meter relay
team of White, Siandlxick, lyiuii
Springer and Licey Cochran who
took seventh in the event wilh a
season best time of ■Ili.HO.
"We knew we had our chances

lo do well as a team," Hollow said.
"It was definitely a big improvement from indoor season. We
were surprised, but we worked
hard for it."
The Falcons took tenth earlier in
the year during die indoor championships.
Maybe die most encouraging
thing alxiiil the team's finish in die
outdoor championships is the fact
ih,ii only one point (Lees eighth

place javelin dimw finish) came
from a senior.
"We don't lose loo many people," Roflow said. "Out of people
who scored, we only lose one."
Hollow also added that the team
is looking forward lo an exciting
group of incoming freshman.
"I know we've got a lot of really
good distance runners coming In, and that's something we
haven't had."

$5./ 5 minimum

BG SPORTS Barboro vies for second leg of Triple Crown
BRIEFING

IHE BG NEWS

BG names Cole as
assistant hockey coach
Head coach Scott Paluch
announced that Damon Cole
has been named die new assistant coach for the Falcons hockey
team. Cole is excited about coming to BGSU. "Ill's a| great opportunity for me and my family to join
the tradition with the Falcons" He
has previously served as the head
coach of the MotorCity Mechanics
(58-32-6), an Al II. team in (.mud
Rapids, Mich. (133-85-18). and as
a coach for die Muskegon Fury
(48-22). Bui before becoming a
coach, he played four seasons of
college hockey al Michigan State
and 11 seasons in die NHL

By Will Graves
IHE ASSOCIAIED PRESS

LOUISVILLE Ky, — Donl
count Brother Derek among the
horses scared of Kentucky Derby
uiniiri Barbara
After watching his 3-year-old
coll get pushed lo die far outside
while finishing in a dead-heat for

fourth at the Derby trainer Dan
llendricks is ready for Brother
Derek to give Barbara something
at the Preakness he didn't get at
the I )erby: a race.
"I'm hoping for a stretch duel,"
said I lendricks, who returned to
California for a few days before
beading to I'itnlico while the

horse stayed at Churchill Downs
"I hope it's ti true-run race, that's
.ill I can ask for."
With die field for Saturday's
second leg of the Triple Crown
possibly as small as six horses.
Brother Derek won't have the
positioning problems at Pimlico
he experienced at the Derby

Americans on
the average eat
18 acres Aitfx

of pizza m
everyday!

iSS

^

A

1 % of national
scholarships are
from the Miss
America pageant.

On selected floor plans

BUILD YOUR

FUTURE!

Sf/vfnj BG Since I9SC

1 MONTH
In Ihe standard bods

'.35,0S III

$25

exp. WV06

No Hidden reel No Credit Card Required

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
5 Bad*. 2 bootna
419-353-8826
appolntirainis available
Th» Wath Hom»
248 N. Main
17 Beda. 2 booths
419354-1559
no •ppdnlmaot nwM

■
•
•
•
•

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

#3* <t* rb c£ <£ r> c£
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THE
TANNING
CENTER

From Only $480!

Lotions Always

25%0ffl
Featuring

Have your loans paid
off by graduation
without the stress of
having to find a job!
Start now and see
hovy rewarding your
future can be.
We Help.

-FREE HEAT
WMtVfQHMi
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N

H (.YPS'LAW
1 ShoppmOn
i— . 1 South M*in

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

'OUR SUCCESS IS OUR BUSINESS

CALL 1-866-572-4964

419-353-7715 tiJ
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Help Wanted

Classified \ds - 372-6977

Hmng day prep & delivery personnel
Apply at DiBenedetto's
1432E WoosterSt

City Events
WC HUMANE SOCIETY GARAGE
SALE. Grandstand. Fairgrds.. BG,
Thurs. 5>25 & Fri.. 5/26:9a-6p S Sat.
5/27 9a-2p$2 bag day on Sal DONATIONS ACCEPTED Mon.. 5/22 &
Tues.. 5/23 10a-7p & Wed.. 5 24
10a-6p CONSOLE TVS. LARGE
APPLIANCES. SOFA BEDS & AC
WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED

Help Wanted

MIKE'S PARTY MART a popular fun
friendly family owned business in
BG. has pt. time sales clerk positions avail 12-20 hrs/wk. Musi be
friendly, neat, honest, dependable
w/ good work ethic, be flexible for
wkends & eves. Taking applications
517 - 524. btwn. 8am-4pm at 834 S
Main (located in BG Lots Plaza).
419-352-9259
Summer childcare position in our
Perrysburg home. 3 days per week,
begin June 12. It you're a responsible' driver & are interested in spending the summer al Ihe pool with our
3 boys ages 9-11, call 419-872-9675

BARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

For Rent

Dependable, titness oriented student interested In working at Maumee titness facility. Part Time.
Call Kyle at 419-467-9568.

616 Second St. »1 3 bdrm. house.
$700 plus all util. Will be available
August 419-354-9740

FULL TIME NANNY
Seeking full lime, exp. nanny to care
for 1 infant in our home. Starting mid
July 2006 Excellent compensation
References required. Call 419-8783039. for more info.
HELP WANTED NOW AND
DURING SUMMER VACATION
Our company is seeking employees
to perform unskilled light production
work. We olter flexible hours-will
work around your schedule-available shilts: 7 30am-8:30am; 8:3011:30am. 12:00 noon-2:30 pm: 2 30
pm-5:00pm: 5:30pm-8:30pm Many
BGSU students work here Easy
walk trom campus Pay is $6.00 per
hour providing you work a minimum
ol 15 hours per week Work a minimum ot 15 hours per week or over
40 hours with overtime. Pick-up an
application al our office Advanced
Specialty Products. Inc., 428 Clough
St. Bowling Green. OH 43402.

BG duplex, lower. 3 bdrm. & 2 full
baths. Avail. Immed. or Aug. No
Pets! 419-467-1155. Suitable for
Prof/Grad.
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office Open 10-2. M-F
www boaoartments com
Male has furnished room to rent with
freedom of house to clean, neat &
honest student. $200 deposit. $250
rent. No other bills. (419) 354-6117.

r

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

{flTf WAft' (^A?« ■,
| Cilt CrTt.fia.tn Available it www.carmikc.ctim I

fdarm/Ar /¥ 4-.'i"4'4
906 IVI IKS I A ! I: OKIVI.
I'.x.l I5<t Corner of I--3 and R| 234
Party room uvalluhlt- for hlrtlida>

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments
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M
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Accrpting

ALL STADIUM SKATING

Did you
know...

d

a

See our coupon menu
In the telephone directory
ask about our SPECIALSI
www.pisanellos.com

• Lunch Fri. • Sal. • Sun.

BASEBALL, FROM PAGE 9
ing 12 RBI and six mas in die
Falcons' five games last week.
litnior Alan Brech confirmed
his dominance on the mound
pitching eight innings and
earning the win on 1'riday. I le
raised his record to 4-1. giving
up three earned runs on seven
hits and striking out two.
Ihe falcons weie lo face
Xavier University at home
yesterday but the game was
canceled due to the weather.
They will be traveling to Oliio
University (19-25, 11-13 MAC)
for their last that' games startini; this tomorrow.
They will have to keep the
winning streak going and hope
for some help if ihey an1 going
lo get into the playoffs.
"Right now we're just telling
the guys to win," Schmitz said.
"We can only control what we
can control and if we don't win
it doesn't matter what anybody
else does. We can't control what
odier teams are doing."
Western
Michigan has
a game against
Purdue
University today and a three
game series against Eastern
Michigan starting tomorrow.
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Falcons look
toward final
season series
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Open Weekdays 4P.M.
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I lie final chapter of the
2006 BG Softball season was
written last week when the
team dropped a 2-1 contest
lo Western Michigan in the
Mid-American Conference
Tournament.
This year's learn tied the
school record for victories,
finishingOUt the season with
a record of 37-23.
the I alcons were two-bit
by a pair of Bronco pitch
ers, with the lone score
coming from a Dawnjcnc
DeLong home run in the
third inning. Del.ong's home
run would turn out to be the
BG News lite photo
final hit of ihe season for the
WARNING TRACK POWER: The BG Softball team pitched and batted their
team, as BG was no-hit for
way to 37 wins this season, tying a school record.
the remaining six innings.
The team will lose five
four-year span in the history ol
starts. With this year's selecseniors off ibis year's squad:
I lie program.
tion, Vrabel becomes the only
Gina Hango, Abby llabichl. Liz
player in school history to be
Vrabel was also named to the
Vrabel, Lindsay lleinuicb and
MAC Softball All -Tournament
chosen twice for the MAC AllNatalie Armintrout. This core
Tournament Team. She now
[earn for her stellar perforgroup of players guided the
mance from the mound.
leaves BG as Ihe career leader in
learn lo 12(i wins in their tenThe senior had a perfect 2-0
wins, strikeouts, shutouts and
ure — the most victories in any
appearances.
mark with an I'llA 0.0(1 in two
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By John Turner
SP0R1S EDITOR
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2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
Advance Tickets lor Can.
Over llie Hedge, and Da Vinci Code
are Now Available
P0SEI00NlrC-U|l2 30 I 00 245 3 15 b 00
5307 15745930 1000
IHE BENCHWARMERSlPG-13112 30 3 20 5 30
ICE ACE: IHE MEL100WN |r0)
100 3:05
5 10 7 15 9.20
JUSI MY LUCK (PO-iai 12 45 3 00 5 20 7.40
1000
11(1111 in,
1153205257359.45
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE III IPG-131
12 30
100 3 104005 50 7008 309 40
AM AMERICAN HAUNTING<PO-M| 110315
5 20 7 25 9 30
nVlPOl
100 3 15 5 30 7 45 10:00
UNITED 93 (B|
100 4 00 7 00 9.45
STICK IT IPG-13)
130400700930
SILENT HILL (H)
7.45

3£M%

6 ,

4*3-28

WOMiu nillLSIIAl Ul SI ITS,Alt SHOWSn.30
miiiM-M'MUY.u.i smrs.AIJ.SHOWSaa.50
THE Sf NTINEL|P0-1J)
4 15 7:209:30
LUCKY NUMBER SLEVINlRI 4 00 7:00920
TAKE THE LEAD tPti-13)
4 15 7:00920
ATLlPO-131
510 7 209:30
EIGHT BELOW (P0|
4,00 7.00 9.20
WHEN A STRANGER CALLS IPD 111
• 30
7 3C 9 30

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
SSOO/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at

V

(419)352-1150
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